The largest financial institution in México trains it’s
sales network in investment funds

The Challenge: Investment game
funds 2012
the competition, received amazing prizes. There
The investment funds challenge is an initiative of
the Corporate Banking division with the BBVA
Bancomer in Mexico. They wanted their sales
team to

promote and learn more about

investment funds.

The asset manager works with more than
30 investment funds and it is the second in

were also additional prizes to reward those
teams that improved their profitability between
the two periods.

OBJECTIVES
Learn more about your investment
funds

the country in assets under management.

Learn more about how to manage your
investment portfolio

A similar initiative was undertaken successfully

Encourage knowledge and full
participation

by BBVA in Spain in 2008.
It consists of a competition between the sales
teams

of

the

Corporate

and

Government

divisions,. To begin, they received a virtual
amount so they could invest it in BBVA
Bancomer mutual funds, the winning team and
other participants that got the most returns in
different time periods, as well as at the end of

The benefits for the entity are clear. Once the
sales forces have better training in funds it is
possible for them to facilitate an appropiate
analysis of their products. This will provide a
better qualitty of service to thr end user, and
therefore, an increase in funds sales as well as
more efficient sales.
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Partnership between TechRules and the client
TechRules provides BBVA Bancomer with the platform where participants can create, manage and analyze
their portfolios. It includes simple and robust tools that are updated daily:

Simulator of management, analysis and portfolio monitoring
Portfolio reporting and team page
Funds analysis with the WatchList and T-Report™
It also includes measurement tools that are integrated in the platform which allows each initiative
responsible to monitor the progress and statistics of each of the competing teams.
It involves the communication and training areas

objectives, generating competitiveness between,

of the client, which is the key to achieving

for example:

success. The company provided the participants
with web access to the platform where, besides
the tools of analysis and portfolio management,
it also had:

Training modules and tutorials
Forum /Chat/ FAQ/ Investment rules
Customer service to the participants
BBVA Bancomer was responsable for the internal
communication

and

management

of

the

interactions with the teams. TechRules provides
solutions to create and launch initiatives of these
kind in very short periods of time. It is therefore,

Retail channels of the entity (Private
banking, Retail banking, Corporate banking, etc.)

√ Universities
√ Prospects and current clients of the
organization

√ Funds distributors
√ Suppliers of the entity
Useful and efficient tool to accompany
specific campaigns for the launch of
products and services.

highly scalable and configurable to each entity.
Other products of the organization can be part
of the potential investment universe as well as of
the

Applications

stock

market

or

even

organized

competitions where prizes will be awarded for

This initiative of financial education can be
targeted to different users profiles as well as

the best risk/return relation and not just
profitability.

Tlf: +34 91 357 3900
marketing@techrules.com
www.techrules.com
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